
THE SYSTEM OF SOUNDS

1. Phonemes
Zuni operates with 16 consonant and 10 vowel phonemes:

p, t, c, c, k, kw
,
?

, s, s, /, h, m, n, /, w, y; /, f , e, e\ a, a\ o,

o\ u, w.
]

Stress is not phonemically significant: a heavy

stress falls automatically on the first syllable of the word

unit, and other syllables take a weaker level of stress.

/./. Stops and Affricates

Before vowels, /?, t, and 9 are voiceless, lenis, and

unaspirated; k, k\ c, and c are voiceless, fortis, and aspi-

rated. Before consonants these sounds are unreleased.

p—bilabial stop, as in English spin, Spanish padre

t—interdental stop, as in Spanish todo

c—alveolar affricate, like the ts in English hats

c—alveopalatal affricate, like ch in English church

k—actualized in two positional variants: velar stop

before o or w, as in English cool, palatal stop before /',

e, or a, as in English cute

kw—labiovelar stop, as in English quick
9—glottal stop, as in English colloquial negation uh-

uh or mh-mh
When any of these sounds (except ?

) is followed by
9

, a phonetically globalized (ejective) consonant is

produced: thus, the palatal release and the glottal

release in k ?awe ? 'water' are approximately simultane-

ous, and this phonetic fusion takes place across word

boundaries as well as within words.

1.2. Spirants

Zuni spirants are always voiceless.

s—alveolar spirant, as in English so

s—alveopalatal spirant, as in English show

+
The phonemic orthography used here is the same as that of

Newman (1965). It differs from the practical orthography of the dic-

tionary (Newman 1958), where ch, j, lh, q, sh, z, /, and (V)' referred,

respectively, to the units symbolized by c, h, /, k*\ s> c, ?
, and (V) -

in this sketch.

In writing unassimilated or partly assimilated loanwords a few

additional letters are used. In the loanwords meliqa 'White man' and

qa'po 'cowboy' q represents a velar stop (vol. 9:468), which contrasts

with the regular palatalized variant [k] or Zuni k before a (See 1.1.).

Technical discussions of the theoretical problems raised by the pres-

ence of this new sound sequence may be found in Michaels (1971).

/—lateral spirant, which has no equivalent in English

or in the more familiar European languages. It can be

approximated by whispering a clear / sound and simul-

taneously producing friction by releasing an h over one

side of the tongue.

h—actualized in two positional variants: glottal spirant

before vowels, as in English hot; velar spirant elsewhere,

like the Spanish j in jota or the German ch in doch

1.3. Continuants

The continuant sounds—m, n, /, w, y—are most commonly

voiced; but they may be optionally unvoiced before h

or ?
, either within words or across word boundaries.

m—bilabial nasal, as in English man
n—actualized in two positional variants: velar nasal

before k or kw
, as in English anchor; alveolar nasal else-

where, as in English none

I—apical lateral, like the / in Spanish lata

w—rounded bilabial semivowel, as in English will

y—palatal semivowel, as in English yard

1.4. Vowels
A fundamental distinction is made between short and

long vowels, the long indicated by a raised period:

?a'k ?oka 'they cried' but ?ak ?o'ka 'he dug a hole'.

Short vowels assume a slight increment of length when
they occur in the initial open syllable of a word.

/—high front vowel, varying between close and

open; most commonly actualized with the close quality

of English seat but in weak-stressed syllables or in

rapid speech taking on the open quality of English sit

v—high front close vowel, as in English see

e, c—mid-front vowels, varying between open and

close; usually open, as in English men but occasionally

pronounced like the close vowel of French ete

a, a'—low central vowels, as in Spanish casa

o, o'—mid-back rounded vowels, varying between

open and close; most frequently open, with the quality

of the vowel in English law or French botte but some-

times like the close vowel in French beau

u—high back rounded vowel, varying between close

and open; most commonly a close vowel, as in English

pool, but occasionally actualized with the open quality

of English pull

w—high back rounded close vowel, as in English rule

2. Phonemic Structure of Syllables and Words
In any sequence of phonemes, vowels always occur

singly and are flanked either by consonants or word

borders. Consonants appear singly or in clusters,

depending upon the position of the cluster in the sylla-

ble and the position of the syllable in the word.

Syllabic structure is most conveniently described in

terms of the initial borders, vowel nuclei, and final

borders of syllables. All syllables must begin with at

least one consonant. When the initial border of a sylla-

ble is a single consonant (CV, CVC, or CVCC), any 485
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consonant may fill this position. When the initial bor-

der is a cluster (CCV, CCVC, or CCVCC), this position

is limited to c ?
, c ?

, k ?
, and kw? . Furthermore, kw and kw?

are restricted in occurrence before vowels: they can

precede /, r, e, e\ a, a' but not o, <r, w, u\

The single vowel that always forms the syllable

nucleus may be long or short, and it may be preceded

by one or two consonants. A short vowel may occur

word-finally or be followed by one or two consonants.

A long vowel may terminate the syllable or be followed

by a single consonant; it may be followed by two con-

sonants only if the second is a glottal stop.

When the final border of a syllable is a single conso-

nant, it may be filled by any consonant. Similarly, any

consonant may be the first member of a final cluster.

Restrictions apply only to the second consonant of a

final border and are contingent upon the character of

the preceding consonant: if the first member of a final

cluster is c, c, kw , or /, the following consonant must be

an identical consonant or a glottal stop (e.g., -cc or -c ?
).

The structural minimum of the syllable, then, may be

symbolized as CV. With (C) indicating an optional

consonant and V' a long vowel, the syllabic types can

be summarized as: (C)CV(C)(C), (C)CV-(QH.
The only syllables that may occur in any position

within the word are those beginning in a single conso-

nant and ending in a single consonant or a vowel.

Syllables beginning with two consonants are limited to

word-initial position, as in k ?oks ?amme 'it is not good';

however, the sole clusters found initially are c ?
, c ?

, k ?
,

and kw? . When these clusters appear in the middle of

words, they belong to two syllables, for in this position

they are paralleled by other clusters that never occur ini-

tially and can be regarded only as ambisyllabic: thus,

the k ? in ka mk ? i 'sometime' must be analyzed as belong-

ing to two syllables because it is structurally equivalent

to the strictly ambisyllabic clusters in ?ePe 'corpse',

he 7so 'resin, rubber, chewing gum', or ?ikna ? 'like.'*

*The unique status of c ?
, c ?

, k ?
, and kw? in the structure of the syl-

lable is also manifested on the morpheme level. These are the only

glottal clusters found within unit morphemes; other clusters com-

posed of consonant plus glottal stop are split by a morpheme border.

All 4 glottal clusters occur initially in morphemes as well as in

words; however, within morphemes, kw? is relatively rare and c ?

appears only initially in some half-dozen verb stems of a uniform

semantic type, stems referring to liquidlike sounds. The distinctive

syllabic and morphemic features of the 4 clusters invest them with a

unitary character different from all other consonant clusters, suggest-

ing that they may have been unit phonemes at an earlier time in the

history of Zuni. The rarity of morpheme-internal kw? and c ? further

suggests a diminishing distribution for 2 of the 4 glottal clusters.

Finally, their adaptation to a pattern prevailing at present in the lan-

guage is revealed in their frequent word-medial occurrence where

they behave like other glottal clusters in being split across morpheme
borders; thus, the glottal stop belongs to the suffix {- ?an locative) in

k ?ak"- ?an 'by the house' as in ?akl- ?an 'by the fire', although the kH?

486 cluster can also occur morpheme-internally but the kP cluster cannot.

As compared to syllables with two initial conso-

nants, those ending in two consonants are somewhat

less restricted in word position. They may occur medi-

ally before a glottal stop, as in ?apc ?ika 'he cut it', or

in final position, as in ?ik
w?

att, a reduced form of

?ik
w?

atte 'back'. A final -CC cluster is found only in

reduced words (3.3.2.).

3. Phonemic Changes
Changes in sounds can best be considered in the con-

text of sequences of phonemes, of morphemes, and of

words.

3.1. Phoneme Sequences

All changes in which one phoneme affects another are

regressive; a phoneme can exert an influence only on a

preceding phoneme.

The sole vowel change is the shortening of a funda-

mentally long vowel. Because a long vowel cannot

occur before two consonants unless the second is a

glottal stop, it is shortened when this constraint is vio-

lated through the operation of a morphological process:

for example, the long vowel of the stem is maintained

in ?ase'- ?a (- ?a present tense) 'he is making it' but

secondarily shortened in ?ase-kka (-kka past tense) 'he

was making it'.

Two consonants undergo change under the influence

of following phonemes. The / can be followed only by

the consonants / or ?. When morphological process

brings a consonant different from these after it, the / is

replaced by /: for example, / of the stem in c ? ililik ? e' ?a

'he is making wheezing noises' is changed to / in

c ?itc ?inne 'one who wheezes and coughs '.
§

Of all consonants kw
is the most restricted in its pos-

sibilities of occurrence. It may be followed only by kw ,

?
, or an unrounded vowel. When these permitted envi-

ronments are changed, the kw of the stem is replaced by

k\ the stem ^actualized in ?akwa-Q (-0 present tense) 'it

is getting ripe' is replaced in ?ak-na-0 (-na static) 'it is

ripe'. A similar change takes place before a back

vowel, as in ?alek-u-nap-ka (
?alekw

i 'to be fried', -u

causative, -nap plural subject, -ka past tense) 'they

fried it'; and this change is effected even when a word

boundary and ? intervene, as in ?ehk ?ona (
?ehkw

i 'to

be first', ?ona agentive) 'the first one'.
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